
wardrobes collection



The look of relaxation. A 

private, intimate space, 

designed to meet the 

privacy needs of 

contemporary living with 

a touch of elegance and 

exclusivity. The Poliform 

bedroom collection is 

expressed through elegant, 

perfectly coordinated 

furniture, creating a 

distinct style and a total 

look for the entire home. 

Wardrobes, walk-in closets, 

beds and bedroom sets 

are developed into a 

broad range of proposals 

distinguished by their use 

of materials, colours and 

finishes, creating practical 

compositions thanks to a 

rich range of accessories 

and inner equipment.
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Artik
CR&S Poliform
The wardrobe Ar tik was conceived to be like you: its doors are 
elegant and the internal par titions can be projected tailored to 
your personality.
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door thickness - 25mm
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door thickness - 30mm / 47mm
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Bangkok
Operadesign

An exclusive and elegant wardrobe designed by Operadesign. 
A piece of furniture always unique like you.
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Ego
Giuseppe Bavuso
Lightness and transparency are the qualities that define Ego 
wardrobe, design Giuseppe Bavuso. A new proposal dedicated 
to the order characterized by maximum neutrality.
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door thickness - 42mm
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door thickness - 28mm
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Fitted
Rodolfo Dordoni

The wardrobe in the name of lightness. Fit ted, design Rodolfo 
Dordoni, becomes the basic element of evolved interior design 
projects, where the wardrobe enhances the brightness of the 

spaces thanks to the thinness of the structure.
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Graffit i
Carlo Colombo
A place for ordering. Graf f iti wardrobe designed by Carlo Colombo can 
be in any room of the house, stressing its role of universal container. The 
versatil i ty of the Senzafine system allows it to be placed in every room, 
of fering the greatest space in any situation.
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door thickness - 25mm
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door thickness - 25mm
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New Entry
CR&S Poliform

I like the unlimited versatil i ty. Try it at dif ferent angles, with 
sloping ceilings and in other unusual situations: New Entry 

will surprise you with its f lexibil ity.
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Ocean
CR&S Poliform
Ocean design CR&S Poliform: The luminosity of shiny glass for 
a wardrobe that gives the idea of pure space. A project that 
exploits light, thanks to the breadth of sur faces.
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door thickness - 25mm
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door thickness - 53mm
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One
Carlo Colombo

I like a wardrobe that is reliable. One, design Carlo Colombo, is a 
wardrobe that exploits the qualities of the aluminium and light. The 
silent doors are built to slide ef for tlessly, however long you use them. 

Because for Poliform every innovation comes from functionality.
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Sand
CR&S Poliform
The aesthetics of wood in a wide range of colours, from total white 
to walnut c. and the palet te of mat lacquered colours. Sand is 
made of pine melamine, with its grain and natural sensation.
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door thickness - 25mm
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door thickness - 25mm
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Skin
CR&S Poliform

The wardrobe Skin was designed to be minimal and sleek, comes 
in with aluminium handles as an extra touch.  The doors are 
elegant and the internal par titions can be projected tailored with 

your personal taste.
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Stratus
Giuseppe Bavuso
Senzafine Stratus, design Giuseppe Bavuso, is characterized 
by the peculiar door working. An aesthetical moderate detail 
that marks the fronts of the compositions.
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door thickness - 25mm
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door thickness - 25mm
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Surf
CR&S Poliform

Transparency and material, an essential combination that 
exploits the brightness of environments. The Sur f door 
designed by Carlo Colombo is characterised by sur face detail 

that interprets the waves, giving it a strongly tactile feel.
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Handles
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Pomolo metallo - metal knob Flag

Sign

Tecnica Twin

Chiave metallo - Metal key with key lock
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Plate

Graffiti built-in handle

Break

Sydney built-in handle for wooden door

Fitted
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Sydeny built-in handle for glass door

Dress

Volo

Havana

Gap
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Havana sliding

Mono Stelo

Sydney sliding
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Phoenix

Plain

Rail

Self
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E.bon

1/F

3-11 Wing Fung Street

Wanchai

Hong Kong

t/ +852 3102 3189

e/ info@viahk.biz
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